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March 2nd-3rd
Herat

March 5-6th
Kolkata
Islamabad

March 11-12 13th
Doha

March 12-13th
Tunis
Lahore

March 18-19-20th
Irbid

March  19-20th
Lusaka
Punjab

March 22nd-23rd
Calabar

March 24th
Vienna

March 25-26th
Mumbai

March 25th & 28th
Petra

March 26-27th
Khartoum
Kuala Lumpur

March 27th
Tokyo

March 30th
Dubai

April 2nd-3rd
Rawabi 
Amman
Cairo
Dhaka

April 3rd
Bangkok

April 7-8th
Gaza

April 7th & 9th
Manila

April 8-9-10th
Ho Chi Minh City

April 9th
Syracuse
Taipei

April 9-10th
Chittagong
Meknes
Nairobi

April 10th
Bogota

April 16-17th
Beirut
Rio Grande do Sul

April 16-17-18th
Ankara

April 17th
Accra
Monterrey

April 22nd-23rd
Shenzhen

April 22nd-23rd-24th
Lima

April 23rd
Amherst
Portsmouth

April 23rd-24th
Kathmandu

April 24th
Melbourne

April  28th
Bremen

April 30th-May 1st
Toronto
Saint-Petersburg
Santo Domingo

May 1st
Bandung

*Dates are subject to change

HELLO
ISLAMABAD 
ARE YOU
READY TO
CHANGE THE 
WORLD?
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PAK

Thank you for joining us.
I love you all. 

Ahmad Ashkar,
Founder and CEO | Hult Prize 
Foundation

Dear Friends,
On behalf of all of us here at the Hult Prize Foundation, 
congratulations! Making it this far is a BIG deal. It’s 
an accomplishment that will last a lifetime. Every 
year hundreds of thousands of young people from 
colleges and universities across the world come 
together around the Hult Prize to think big, be bold, 
and work hard towards solving some of humanity’s 
biggest challenges. We join hands in the hope of 
creating a better world for all, through the sharing 
of new ideas, building stronger communities, and 
making long lasting connections that will inspire us 
to have a lifetime of impact. 

At the Hult Prize, we have spent more than a decade 
inspiring and leading youth to think differently about 
how business can transform lives and be used as a 
force for good. Our programs and events are custom 
tailored to change the trajectory of young people 
at their most critical inflection points, converting 
ordinarily ambitious degree-seeking students into 
game-changing impact entrepreneurs. Since being 
founded, the Hult Prize movement has mobilized and 
graduated millions of young people — challenging 
each of them to rethink our common future, and 
providing the learning and knowledge they need to 
create the change they want to see in the world.

We are humbled that our flagship challenge has 
grown to become a benchmark program for startup-
entrepreneurship and that our learning initiatives 
have led to disruptive, grass-roots innovation on more 
than 3,000 college and university campuses across 
121 countries. None of our work would be possible 
without the commitment and tireless contributions 
of our global staff, phenomenal campus directors 
and their teams along with our 50,000+ student 
workforce. I thank of all of them tremendously. 

I encourage you to make the most of your time 
attending the Impact Summit and wish you the best of 
luck in your pitch! Follow me on IG @mayorofimpact 
for tips and trainings in the weeks leading up to your 
summit!

Remember to have fun, be bold, and always be kind. 
If you get a chance, please take some time to thank 
our amazing organizers, community judges, mentors, 
experts, advisors, university officials, your parents and 
everyone else who has given their time to nurture 
and support a generation of young people poised 
to change the world.

“Anything is possible 
IF you believe that 
struggling together 
is better than 
prospering alone.”
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The Hult Prize
Impact Summits

Hult Prize Impact Summits, hosted every year in +100 different cities, representing all the geographic 

regions of the world, bring together like-minded youth, eager to create impact and become a part of 

a global community. At our Impact Summits, attendees have the opportunity to live a life-changing 

experience and be involved with a variety of fun and exciting activities including: 

• Professional Networking Mixers

Come together with fellow changemakers that are seeking the same path of impact as you. You’ll have 

the chance to meet people from all around the globe, make lifelong friends, and maybe even find your 

next co-founder.

• Social Events

Mingle with students, Hult Prize alumni and finalists, meet our top notch judges, and more. We promise 

that at Hult Prize we work hard, but we play even harder.

• Live Pitching Sessions

This is your chance to win a spot in the Hult Prize Global Accelerator. The number one rated Impact 

Accelerator in the world. Be sure to bring your A-game and be ready to blow the judges away.

• Inspirational Keynote Speeches

One of the many things we can guarantee is that you will leave the Hult Prize Impact Summits, a 

new and improved changemaker. Alumni, finalists, entrepreneurs, and leaders from all sectors come 

together to share their stories like never before.

• Workshops

Training our community is one of our main pillars to create impact. And as the worldwide leader in 

impact education and with more than two-million alumni to back us up, we know the importance of 

having prepared changemakers.

• Mindfulness Sessions

Let’s be honest, the journey of impact is not an easy one but we couldn’t be prouder of you for 

choosing it. To make sure you have all the tools to continue and never give up, we will take a moment 

to pause, reflect, and relax.

Keep a close eye on your email for further exciting announcements about your Impact Summit’s 

sessions.

Professional
Networking

Mixers

Social
Events

Live Pitching 
Sessions

WorkshopsInspirational 
Keynote

Speeches

Mindfulness 
Sessions
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ISLAMABAD

Institute of Space Technology
Via Zoom Meetings

Our Impact Summit Communication Team:
impactsummits@hultprize.org

Completing Participation at our 
Impact Summits is as easy as following 
3 simple steps:

Practical Details

Confirm your 
participation

Build your startup 
and get ready

Compete live at your 
Impact Summit

1 2 3

Email us your official written 
confirmation to reserve your 

team’s spot.

Our team is 24/7 available to support you on your impact journey. Feel 
free to reach out to us when needed. Make sure to always mention your 
Impact Summit’s City in your email subject for smooth communication.

Work with your team on building your 
Food For Good startup. Make the most 
out of the resources we have available 

for you. 

Enjoy a life-changing experience and 
pitch for a chance to be a part of our 
Global Accelerator and get closer to 

our 1-million dollar Flagship Prize.
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Event 
Itinerary

*Event Itinerary related details will be shared prior to the event.

Section LocationActivity

Final Submission
Set-up & Pre-pitch Preparations
Welcome orientation

Zoom
Meetings

Zoom
Meetings

Zoom
Meetings

Orientation

Preliminary Presentations
Peer Feedback 
Judges Callbacks & DeliberationPreliminary

Round

Finalists Announcements & Presentations
Judges Final Deliberation
Announcement & Awards CeremonyFinal

Round
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Teams
Participating

Team Name City CountryUniversity

Pakistan

Air University

Air University

Air University

Bahria University islamabad

Bahria University Karachi

Capital University of Science & Technology

Capital University of Science & Technology

Capital University of Science & Technology

CECOS University

College of Electrical and Mechanical Engineering, NUST

College of Electrical and Mechanical Engineering, NUST

DOW University of Health Sciences

DOW University of Health Sciences

FAST-NUCES, Islambad Campus

FAST-NUCES, Islambad Campus

Foundation University

GIFT UNIVERSITY

Government College University Faisalabad

Government College University Faisalabad

HITEC University Taxila

Information Technology University, Punjab

Information Technology University, Punjab

Institute Of Business Administration Karachi

SusCom

Juan In A Million

Air Legends

Green Phoenix

The Pordigies

AgriFarm

Waste Energizer

Impact Icon

Competent Co�ee Cherry

Pasban

Scient-A-Vision

Team Innovative

Team Parwaaz

Mealistan

Naturo

EPIPHANY

Evolutioners

Chandio's group

AGRI-TRIO

VOW

Titans

The Capitalist Crew

The Organic Farm

cravers

Organic Valley

Balochistan University of Information Technolgy,
Engineering and Management Sciences

Bilquis Postgraduate College for Women
PAF Base Nur Khan, Rawalpindi
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Teams
Participating

Team Name City CountryUniversity

Pakistan

Institute of Management Sciences, Peshawar

Institute of Space Technology

Institute of Space Technology

International Islamic University Islamabad

Kinnaird College for Women Lahore

Kinnaird College for Women Lahore

Mirpur University of Science And Technology, Mirpur (AK)

National university of science and technology (H-12 Campus)

National university of science and technology (H-12 Campus)

NUST Military College of Signals (MCS)

NUST Military College of Signals (MCS)

PMAS ARID Agriculture University Rawalpindi

Quaid-I-Azam University

Rawalpindi Women University

Riphah International University

Riphah International University

Ucw Mardan

UET, Taxila

University Of Agriculture, Faisalabad

University Of Agriculture, Faisalabad

University of Central Punjab

WVW - We Vs Waste

Team Challengers

Incognito Thinkers

Environmental Bio Technology Hub

Futuristics

KFUEITIANS

Paladin

Creative genes

FoodAuc

Mushroomers

SMART AGUA

Solar Clean

Froods

The Visionars

Meal Masters

Helping Hands

The tribe

Only Organic

Innovative Geeks

Team Intellect

The Invisible Suppliers

INEFFABLE

Guiltless Pleasure Eating

Insect feeding

Green Orbelo

Khwaja Fareed University Of Engineering &
Information Technology, Rahim Yar Khan

Khwaja Fareed University Of Engineering &
Information Technology, Rahim Yar Khan

Mehran University of Engineering & Technology,
Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto Campus, Khairpur Mir's

Mehran University of Engineering & Technology,
Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto Campus, Khairpur Mir's
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Teams
Participating

Team Name City CountryUniversity

Pakistan

IUniversity of Engineering & Technology, Narowal

University Of Engineering And Technology

University of Engineering and Technology Lahore, Main 

Campus

University Of Karachi

University Of Karachi

SZABIST islamabad

Team KingPins

Team Ghiza

Team Room and food

Strong Ties

VIRIDI

FAB 4

Greenpeace
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• 2021 Impact Summit Orientation
Your Impact Summit Orientation provides you with insights on your ‘Climb’ to our Impact 
Summits and key information on what resources you have available and your immediate 
next steps!

• Food for Good Challenge Orientation
Your Food for Good Challenge Orientation provides you with a recap of the 2021 Hult 
Prize Food for Good Challenge and our scorecard.

• Food for Good Challenge Document
Use our challenge document to guide you on the issues we face, and potential pathways 
to impact with your very own food for good startup. Make sure your startup is aligned to 
our challenge.

• Impact Summit Startup Toolkit
Your Impact Summit Startup Toolkit is filled with tools and resources that will help you to 
develop your idea, build your pitch, and be prepared for your Impact Summit.

• ‘The Climb’ Webinar Series
‘The Climb’ podcast series is where you can hear from former Hult Prize Winners, 
long-term mentors, and successful entrepreneurs on their experiences at our Impact 
Summits, how to make the most of this opportunity and their life advice to you! 
Remember to check your emails for announcements on upcoming episodes.

The Climb to Our 
Impact Summits:  
Build Your Startup
A variety of resources are at your disposal to help you build your startup and get ready for 
our 2021 Hult Prize Impact Summits. Make sure to make the most out of them!
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_jXxhN1F_oB6awTIks4pE9xA9ljR5Z49/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T3avqnzYWQ1rMKnARIvbb06jlniUpjoe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ixNU-k0baLhhYJbrZNdNecYJZUW-b_xM/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QSnk9kG-F2KMWY0bvsdbRrzTKH2Kga_1qmtq_mn3XHg/edit?usp=sharing


• Dress code is business (at least the 
top half that is on screen)

• Always keep yourself on mute unless 
invited to speak by the moderator.

• You always need to be on time, there 
is no buffer time in the schedule.

• Make sure you have a strong internet 
connection. Be connected to your 
pitching room at the beginning of 
your pitching round; late arrival can 
lead to exclusion from parts or all 
of the event.

• You will be asked to submit your 
recorded pitch beforehand. Have it 
at hand in case you face technical 
difficulties on D-Day. Presentations 
must be submitted in PowerPoint 
or PDF format. 

• All presentations must be sent to a 
specified email address when the 
preparation time is over. No further 
edits or changes are permitted after 
submission.

• Even under the stress of competition, 
please remember to be respectful 
and courteous to all participants, 
volunteers, judges, and members 
of the Hult Prize Committee.

Code of
Conduct

• The Hult Prize Committee will 
not answer any challenge-related 
questions during preparation.

• Teams will have 8 minutes to 
present their solution, broken 
down into a 4 minutes pitch and 
a 4 minutes Questions & Answers 
with judges; be sure to prepare 
your presentation accordingly.

• Teams may be invited to share their 
peer feedback with the judges; 
remember to pay attention to 
your fellow startups pitches and 
be respectful and thoughtful 
when sharing input.

• Judges may engage your team 
in a call-back session for further 
clarity on your proposal. This is 
not an indication of advancement 
to the evening round.

• Assign a t imekeeper;  the 
moderator wi l l  mute any 
presentations longer than 4 
minutes.

• Any breach of above may lead to 
dismissal from the competition.
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Fun Facts
Islamabad
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• Islamabad provides you with a cosmopolitan vibe and urban-meets-countryside lifestyle 
fit for tourists eager to explore a very modern side of Pakistan.

• Despite being founded as a city over 60 years ago, Islamabad is actually one of the earliest 
known human settlements in Asia and boasts some of the earliest stone age artefacts in the 
world, dating back more than 500,000 years! 

• What do Islamabad, Radio City Music Hall, Kennedy Center & Pepsi Headquarters have in 
common? Edward Durel Stone, the renowned architect who designed the legendary Radio 
City Music Hall, Kennedy Center & Pepsi Headquarters also designed the Parliament House 
of Pakistan in Islamabad.

• Pir Sohawa, the city’s highest tourist spot, delivers breathtaking views across the city. There’s 
also an eatery providing delicious lunches and even wild monkeys freely roaming around! 

• Islamabad is a prime hub for education. It has fifteen medical and dental colleges, twenty-
two engineering universities and more than twenty general category universities.

KEY PHRASES IN LOCAL LANGUAGE

• Hi: Asalaam o Alaikum
• I am: Mai hun
• How are you?: Aap kese(male)/kesi(female) hain?
• Good:  Acha
• My name is: Mera naam hai
• Thank you: Shukriya
• I’m sorry: Mai maafi chahta (male) / chahti (female) hun
• Yes: Haan / Jee 
• No:  Nahi
• What’s your name?: Aapka naam kya hai?
• Where is the?:  ____ kidhr hai?
• Can I have?: (how to ask for something)  Kya mujhe ____ mil sakta hai?
• Sorry I don`t understand: Maaf karain, mujhe samajh nahi aayi
• How much does it costs?:  Is ki keemat kya hai?
• Bye: Khuda Hafiz

Learn about Islamabad
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Leading a
      Generation

2010 EDUCATION

YEAR UN’S SDGS HULT PRIZE CHALLENGE ENTREPRENEUR 
WINNER

UNIVERSITY

CLEAN WATER

ENERGY POVERTY

GLOBAL FOOD CRISIS

HEALTHCARE

EARLY CHILDHOOD 
EDUCATION

DOUBLING INCOME

REFUGEE CRISIS

HARNESSING THE POWER
OF ENERGY

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT2019

BOLD BUSINESSES FOR A
BETTER PLANET2020 To Be Announced

FOOD FOR GOOD2021 Challenge in Progress

To Change
The World
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Faces

Sponsored
Cities

Annual Participants 

+300,000 +2,100,000
Making us the world’s largest impact
entrepreneurs training program.

The Hult Prize is home to the world’s largest college and university 
hub network for impact. The OnCampus Program operates in nearly 
three-thousand college campuses on five continents and is made 
up of students, university administrators, professors, and alumni 
who participate in the program as mentors, speakers, and sponsors 
for events, workshops, and startup competitions which are 
organized under the Hult Prize Banner.

Impact Summits are hosted in +100 di�erent cities, representing all 
the geographic regions of the world. They provide students from 
around the world an opportunity to showcase their innovative ideas, 
learn from their peers and be inspired by a generation of young 
people who are committed to changing the world through business. 
The very best startups represented at each program will win a spot in 
the world’s largest Global Accelerator.

+121

+100

Countries
within the Hult Prize
Community.

On Campus Programs
+3,000

1

2

Bangkok
Islamabad

Beirut
Ankara

Amman
Boston

Palestine
Kuala Lumpur

Abuja
Cairo

London
Monterrey

Tokyo
Tunis

Dhaka
Ho Chi Minh City

Lima 
Melbourne

Toronto
Bogota
Nairobi

Santo Domingo

OF IMPACT A DECADE 

You 
are

 here

behind the movement

Hult Prize
By Numbers
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US$100,000,000

+150,000
Expert and Mentor Community

40 Regional Summits
Class of 2020 emerged as past in class across 
summits held in major cities worldwide

US$1,000,000
Annual Global 
Startup Prize

3

4

12 Years
Full of impact!

# 1 RATED IN THE WORLD BY:

The Hult Prize Accelerator Program is a 
cutting-edge program that provides living and 
working spaces, along with the opportunity to home 
business skills, network, and prepare for launch - 
through a retribution of classes, workshops, pitches, 
and multidisciplinary experts, coaches and leaders. 
The final four weeks of the program are spent on a 
190-acre estate just outside of London. Our network 
opens doors to capital, mentorship, business 
development, customer acquisition, and talent 
recruitment among others. 

Invested in impact since inception
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6 Startups 
Celebrated at one of NYC’s �agship 
events hosted at United Nations Headquarters

For more than a decade, we have been
Leading a Generation To Change The World.

The Hult Prize Foundation is honored to kick o� United Nations 
Global Goals Week 2021, a collective e�ort to maximize the value 
of events and activations held during UN General Assembly 
week and focused on driving progress toward the Sustainable 
Development Goals. Celebrated at one of NYC’s flagship events 

hosted at United Nations Headquarters.

H U L T  P R I Z E  2 0 2 1  C H A L L E N G E

Creating jobs, stimulating economies, 
reimagining supply chains, and improving outcomes

 for 10,000,000 people by 2030.
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Hult Prize OnCampus are student hubs on college 
and university campuses around the world that inspire, 
educate, train and curate a hyper localized community of 
changemakers. 
Students franchise global Hult Prize methodology and 
bring award winning programs to their university campus, 
including an OnCampus final pitch round which allows the 
winning team to fast track into a regional round of the 
US$1M flagship startup program.
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Winning teams from each of our 100+ Impact Summit Finals 
from across the world are having the chance to join the Hult 
Prize Accelerator Program. A global ecosystem of business 
leaders, mentors, investors, and corporate partners help 
forge a path for our students to become entrepreneurs and 
support their development for life. Our network opens doors 
to capital, mentorship, marketing, business development, 
customer acquisition, and talent recruitment.

“The winning team from each 
Impact Summit will join the world’s 

top-rated Accelerator Program.”
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Award Ceremony & Gala

Each year, the Hult Prize team issues a big bold challenge 
aligned with a large market opportunity inspiring students 
from over 120 countries to solve its greatest problem. 
100,000 begin the journey, the top 50 get incubated in our 
Global Accelerator in Boston and the top 6 teams pitch 
for USD$1 Million in startup funding at the United Nations 
Headquarters in New York. 
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Join Our WorldwideCommunity!

 

Islamabad

https://www.facebook.com/hultprize/
https://twitter.com/hultprize
https://www.instagram.com/hultprize/
https://www.youtube.com/user/hultprize
https://www.linkedin.com/company/hult-prize-foundation/
https://www.tiktok.com/@hultprize?
https://www.facebook.com/hultprize/
https://twitter.com/hultprize
https://www.instagram.com/hultprize/
https://www.youtube.com/user/hultprize
https://www.tiktok.com/@hultprize?
https://www.tiktok.com/@hultprize?
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